Abstract. We show that no compact space of weight ux can be covered by nowhere dense closed P-sets. In addition, we construct a compact space of weight u2 which can be covered by nowhere dense closed f-sets. As an application, we show that CH is equivalent to the statement that each small nonpseudocompact space has a remote point.
0. Definitions and notation. All spaces considered are completely regular. As usual we identify a cardinal with an initial ordinal, and an ordinal with the set of smaller ordinals. Ordinals carry the order topology. A cardinal k is regular if k is not the sum of fewer, smaller cardinals.
Let k be any uncountable cardinal. A subset B of a space X is called a PK-set provided that each intersection of fewer than k neighborhoods of B is again a neighborhood of B. As usual, a PUi-set is simply called a P-set. A space A' is a P-space if each singleton is a P-set.
ßX denotes the Cech-Stone compactification of X and X* is ßX -X. A point x of X* is called a remote point of X if x G cl^ A for each nowhere dense subset A of X.
A it-base % for a space A' is a family of nonempty open subsets of X such that each nonempty open set in X contains some B E % . The ir-weight, tt(X), of X is the least cardinal k for which there is a w-base for X of cardinality k.
(Xa, faß, k) means that k is an ordinal, that for each a < k, Xa is a space and that, for each ß < a, faß is a map from Xa into Xß such that if ß < a < y then fyß = faß ° fya. The triple (Xa,faß, k) is called an inverse system. The inverse limit lim(Xa,faß, k) of the inverse system (Xa,faß, k) is the subspace {x E II Xa\ Vß<a<Kxß =faß(xa)) of Ea<K Xa. The projection from lim(Xa,faß, k) into Xa is denoted by/^,. An inverse system (Xa, faß, k) is called continuous provided that Xß = lim(Xa,f, ß) for each limit ordinal ß < k.
A space X is called small provided that |C*(A')| < 2".
1. Introduction. It is well known that a pseudocompact P-space is finite [GH] ; hence a compact infinite space cannot have too many singletons which are P-sets. This leaves open the question whether a compact infinite space can have "many" "small" P-sets. An appropriate topological translation of "smallness" is nowhere denseness, hence we are interested in nowhere dense closed P-sets. We were somewhat surprised to find the following partial answer to the above question.
1.1. Theorem. Let X be a compact space of ir-weight < k (k > u>). Then there is an x E X such that x E Kfor all closed nowhere dense PK-sets K c X.
Notice that in case k = wx, this theorem states that no compact of w-weight w, can be covered by nowhere dense closed P-sets.
This result suggests a host of questions: among others, whether every compact space of weight «+ contains a point which is not in any nowhere dense closed PK-set. We answer this question in the negative.
1.2. Example. For each uncountable k there is a compact space XK of weight k+ such that each point of XK is contained in some nowhere dense closed PK-set of XK.
As an immediate consequence, CH is equivalent to the statement that no compact space of weight 2" can be covered by nowhere dense closed P-sets.
We find an application of our results in the construction of remote points.
1.3. Theorem. CH is equivalent to the statement that each small nonpseudocompact space has a remote point. It is trivial to verify that XK is compact and that w(XK) = k + . If / G XK, either fia) = k for some a < k + , in which case / is in the nowhere dense closed PK-set{ g E XK\ g(a) = k}, or there is some £ < k for which f(a) < £ for each a < k+, in which case/is in the nowhere dense closed PK+-set {gG^J g(a) < £ for each a < k + } -D a<K+{g E XK\ g(a) < £} (observe that this intersection is decreasing). □ 3.2. Corollary.
CH is equivalent to the statement that no compact space of weight 2U can be covered by nowhere dense closed P-sets.
